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3. Phases & activities

Configuration dashboard for activities and phases.

- 0. Curiosity
  - 0. Add data collection
    - 2 months ago
    - Data Collector
  - 1. Research Briefing
    - 2 months ago
    - Investigator
  - 2. Research question 2
    - 2 months ago
    - Moderator

- 1. Discuss
  - 0. Video Example
    - 2 months ago
    - Moderator
  - 1. Context Examples
    - a minute ago
    - Data Collector
  - 2. Diary
    - 3 minutes ago
    - Investigator

- 2. Reflection
  - 0. Reflection in situ
    - 2 months ago
  - 1. Research question
LANGUAGE LEARNING

- http://www.elena-learning.eu
Collaborative search for exploration and sense making
#1762 Mal maken voor de vorm

Mal van houten maken voor het bord zelf.

Mal zelf overgetrokken.
maeve

MACE | EVERYVILLE
interactive installation at the Venice Biennale '08

objects as controllers of ambient displays …